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TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH ISOMETRIES

B. MOORE, M. ROSENBLUM AND J. ROVNYAK 1

ABSTRACT.   Shift analysis includes abstract treatments of inner-outer

factorization problems, the factorization problem for nonnegative functions

on a circle, and Szegó's infimum problem (for scalar or operator valued

functions).   These problems are here generalized to a setting where the

shift operator is replaced by a pair of isometries.

1. Introduction.   The inner-outer factorization problem for bounded analy-

tic functions on a disk, the factorization problem for nonnegative functions

on a circle, and Szegö's infimum problem are known to be equivalent to

factorization and extremal problems for analytic and Toeplitz operators, i.e.

operators A  and  T on a Hubert space K which satisfy identities AS = SA

and S  TS = T, where  S is a unilateral shift operator on  K.  In this paper we

indicate what modifications are needed to generalize these problems to oper-

ators A  and T, A £ SBfJKj, K2), B e S(K ), which satisfy identities AV. =

V A  and VjTV. = T, where  Vj  and V2  ate isometries acting on Hubert

spaces  K.   and K.  respectively.  We obtain an inner-outer factorization

theorem, a weak form of Beurling's theorem for isometries, characterizations

of products AA     and A  A, and a generalized form of Szegö's infimum for T.

The treatment of these problems for the shift case can be found in Moore

[3] and Rosenblum and Rovnyak [7] (other sources are cited in [3], [7]).  Gen-

eralizations of the kind we consider were first obtained by Page [5], [6].  For

related results see Devinatz and Shinbrot [l], Douglas [2], and Muhly [4],

2. Notation and terminology.  If  V is an isometry on a Hilbert space K,

the Wold decomposition of V is written  V = S (B U, n = K® jl, where

<x> 00

K= Z®Vke,    e = kerV*,    f =  n  VkK.
k=0 k=0
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Thus  S = V|K  and   U = V\X-  ate the shift and unitary parts of  V respective-

ly.  The same notation is used with subscripts 1, 2, 3, T,M  in different parts

of the paper without further explanation.

Let  Vj   and  V',  be isometries acting on Hilbert spaces Kj   and K2

respectively.  Let  A £%(}AV H2), T e®(Kj).   Then A  is called

(i) (V,, V2)-analytic if AV, = V2A,

(ii) (Vj, VA)-inner if A  is partially isometric and (Vv V2)-analytic,

and

(iii) (V,, V2)-outer if A  is  (Vj, V2)-analytic and (AKj)~  reduces V2.

We say that T is  V ̂ Toeplitz if V*TV, = T.

Let  A eiB(Kj), B eiB(H2).  We write  B<A   if   B  is unitarily equivalent

to the restriction of A to some closed invariant subspace of A.  It is easy

to see that  B •< A  if and only if there is an isometry  W £ Í(Hj, K2)   such

that WB = AW.

3.  Products  AA     and invariant subspaces.   In this section  Vj   and  V-

denote fixed isometries acting on Hilbert spaces Kj   and H_2   respectively.

Theorem 1.   Let  R  be a nonnegative operator on JÍ-.   Then R = AA

for some ÍV., VA-analytic operator A   if and only if

(a) R - V2RV*2 = /*/  for some  J e$(H2, (2j), and

(b) V2\(QK2)-<U1  where  Q = s-lim^V^ V\n.

If  (i2-< L/j, then  (b) holds automatically.  The existence of the limit

in (b) is implied by  (a)  because

Vn2RV*n = Vn2+1RV*n+1 + Vn2(R- V2RV*)V*n> Vn2+1RV*n + 1

for all 72 = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • .

Proof.   Assume  R = AA     where  A  is  (Vr, V2)-analytic.  Then R -

V2RV* = A(I - VXV\)A*, and since  /- VXV\ is the projection of Kj   on

£,, we obtain (a) with  / = (/- V^AA*.  Now

Q = s-lim AVnV*nA* = AEA*

where  E  is the projection of K ¡   on lr   Let  W: (2H2)_—*i.j   be the

unique isometry such that  W: Q"f—>EA*f, f eH2.   It can be shown that

(QK2)-  is invariant under V2, and WV2g= U^g, g e ö'/!K2.  Then (b)

follows.

Conversely, let  (a)   and  (b) hold.  Then  V2QV\ = Q>0.  By (b)  there

is an isometry  W: (QH2)~ —£j  such that  WV2g = U^g, g e (QK2)~. Then
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WV2QVl = V^QV\   But  V2  commutes with Qv\ so (WQ*)V2 = V^WO'72).

Hence  V*(WQA)V 2V* = (WQ1/2)V*, and since  0K2 = (0),

v*(iy2H) = (H'e1/2)v*.

Therefore the operator M = (Wg/2)* is (Vv I/2)-analytic.

On iterating the identity in (a) we obtain

hence

P=I/"2+1PV*"+1+ Z Vy*JV;!,       72 >0;

7=0

;=0

with strong convergence of the series.  Define  A £ &(si., jiA) by

oo

A* = M* +Z V\JV*'.
7=0

The series converges strongly, and for any / £ K2,

oo

!M*/II2=I|m*/||2+ ¿2\\v[jv*2>f\\2
7=0

e+E v[j*jv]
7=0

A /) = (Rf. />■

Hence P. = AA*.   A straightforward argument shows that  A  is  (Vj,  V2)-

analytic.

Theorem 2.   Ler  m be a closed invariant subspace of V2, and let  V    =

VJjIL   Then for M to have the form M = BjL   where B   is  (V., V A-inner it

is necessary and sufficient that S   -< S.   and U   -< U,.

No stronger theorem can be proved, because each of the four true-false

possibilities for the relations  S^ -< Sj   and   (L_ -< l/j   can be realized in

examples.  Note that if Kj = H2 = K  and  V, = V2 = V, then the relation

IL -< (7j   holds automatically.  If further  V  has no unitary part, then the

relation S„ -< S^  is automatic by a well-known property of shift operators.

Proof.   Let  R  be the projection of K2  on M.  Then 3Ti = ßKj, where  B

is  (Vj, V2)-inner, if and only if  R = AA  , where A   is  (Vj, V2)-analytic.

Note that R - V 2RV*   is the projection of K-,  on )V. Q V 2fil = ker S*    and

Q = s-lim^^ V^RV**  is the projection of H2  on   f) "Vpl, which is the
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unitary subspace of  V2|ÎIÏ.  The result is now easily deduced from Theorem 1.

Corollary.   Let A   be (V y V ̂ -analytic.   Let  3TI = (A)AA~.  Then DTI =

Bn     where  ß  is  (V., V A-inner, if and only if LL -<( U..

Proof.   A vector /  in 3H  belongs to "ni Q V ,Jl¡ = ker Sy. if and only if

A*V*/=0, or  V*A*f = 0  with / e(AHj)-.   Thus A*|ker S*  is a one-to-one

mapping having range in ker S  .  Hence

dim (ker 5^) < dim (ker S. )

and S    -< S ..   The result now follows from the theorem.

4. Inner-outer factorization.  Let  V., V?, V,  be isometries acting on

Hilbert spaces  H., H2, H,   respectively.

Theorem 3.  Assume S   -< S    and U. -< U ?.   Then every  (V.,  V A-ana-

lytic operator A  has a factorization A = BC where  C  is  ÍV,, V A-outer and

B   is  (V     VA-inner with initial space  (CK.)~.   For any factorization A-

BC with these properties we have A  A = C C and C = B A.

Page [5] obtains a more precise result in a special case.

Proof.  Let 3fi = (Asi )~.  The proof of the corollary to Theorem 2 shows

that if V    = VjJlî, then S^ ^ S .   Since S ^ -K S     by assumption, we have

"S„ <Sr   Since  U3< U2,  U% < Ur   By Theorem 2 there is a (Vr V )-in-

ner operator B   such that (AJl^)- = Bsir  Then A = BB*A, or A = BC

where C = B*A.

We show that the initial space  R of B  reduces  Vy   It l e¡( then

||BV2/|| = ||VjB/|| = Hfl/H = 11/11 = ||V2/||, so  V2f e Jl.  Hence  V2?ï Ç Jï.   Also

V*JI = V*B*}(2 = B*V*H, C B*K, = X so the assertion follows.

We show that  C  is  (V,,  V2)-outer and (CJÍA~ = Ti.  Since B  B  is the

identity on  X B*BV2B* = K2S*.   Hence  V_,C = V.,ß*A = ß!f:ßV2ß*A =

S*V3BS*/1 = B*ViA = B*AVj = CVj, and so  C  is  (Vj, V2)-analytic.

Clearly  (C~R ¿~ Ç B*K3 = X If / 6 31, / 1 CKj, then  ß*ß/lß*AK1, and

B/l aKj.   But bK2 = (AHA-, so  B/ = 0  and / = ß*ß/= 0.  Hence (CK j)~

= Jl  and the existence of a factorization has been established.  The last

statement in the theorem follows by routine arguments.

5. Products A  A.   Let  V., V2 be isometries acting on spaces K.   and

K    respectively.   Let  T eiB(H]).   A necessary condition for T to have the

form  T = A*A, where A  e$(H1( K2)  is (Vv V2)-analytic, isthat  T  be

nonnegative and  V.-Toeplitz.   To state conditions that are both necessary

and sufficient we introduce a
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Definition.  Let  V  be an isometry on a Hilbert space  si.  Let  T  be a

nonnegative  K-Toeplitz operator on  K.  Let sij. be the closure of the range

of T   , considered as a Hilbert space in the metric of K.  Let  VT  be the

unique isometry on  Kj.   such that  VTT'2f = TAVf tot all / £ H.

Theorem 4.  Let  T  be a nonnegative  V .-Toe plitz operator on si..  If

S j -< S     then the following statements are equivalent:

(i)  T = A  A  for some  (V., VA)-analytic operator A  e%(si., siA),

(ii) there is an operator C £ $(K., siA  such that  C\iT'2si.)~   is one-

to-one and CT'2  is (V., V A-analytic, and

(Hi) uT <u2.

In this case we can write  T = C  C  where C  is  ÍV., V A-outer.

Condition (iii) generalizes Lowdenslager's condition for the shift case.

See [7, p. 192].

Proof. If (i) holds then the polar decomposition of A has the form A =

CT'2  where the operator  C  has the properties listed in (ii).

Let (ii) hold. Define D e S(KT, Hp by D = C|KT. Then D is one-to-

one, and

V2DTl/2f= V2CT¥tf= CTHVJ= DVTT1/2f

fot all / £ K,.  Hence  D  is (VT, VJ-analytic.  Let the matrix of D  with

respect to the decompositions  sij. = K^, ©1„, K2 = K. ©it    be given by

D
Dll      D12

D2,      D22

Since DVT = V2D  we have D 12¡JT = ^2ß,2, and so D12 = 0.  It follows

that D       is a one-to-one operator on i.^  to  X.  .  Also ß2AJT = U-D...   By

a result in Douglas [2], the closure of the range of D       reduces  U2, and

Uj. is unitarily equivalent to the restriction of  (7?  to this subspace.   Thus

Uj.-K U.  and (iii)  holds.

Let (iii) hold.   We apply Theorem 3 with K    = KT, V? = VT.   The op-

erator  y € ÍB(K1, KT)  defined by  Yf = TM/, / e Hj, is (V,.,  VT)-analytic,

so by Theorem 3 it has a factorization  Y = BC  where  C  is  (Vj,  V/2)-outer

and ß  is (V , VT)-inner with initial space (CK^'.  Also T = Y*Y = C C.

The theorem follows.

As a consequence we obtain a generalization of a theorem of Page [6].

Corollary. Assume S   -< 5  , 372^ suppose that there exists a (V., VA-
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analytic operator D with zero kernel. Then every invertible nonnegative

V.-Toeplitz operator T on JL has a factorization T = A A where A is

(V v V 2)-outer.

Proof.  Condition (ii) in the theorem is satisfied with  C = DT~   .

6.  An extremal problem.  Our last result generalizes Moore's treatment

[3] of Szegö's infimum problem.

Theorem 5.  Let  V be an isometry on a Hilbert space H.   Let  T be a

nonnegative  V -Toeplitz operator on K.   Then given c £ C (C = ker V  ), we

have

inf (T(c- Vf), c-Vf)>0

if and only if c has a nonzero projection on (C C\T'2si)~.

Proof.  Let sij.  and  Vy be defined as in the previous section.  It is

easy to see that  T^Cj. = (£ PlT^H.  Now

(Tic- Vf), c-Vf)= \\TY2c-TY2Vf\\2= \\TV2c-VTTV2f\\2

for any f £si.  Since  T'^si is dense in  K^,  and sij. = (_-.- © VA,siT, the

infimum in the theorem is 0   if and only if T^c-LC~, that is, c -LT/2CT

or c d.Ç.nT^si.  The result follows.
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